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Abstract
We investigate a new pattern of Torah Codes consisting
of question and answer. Experiments described in this paper provide evidence for its existence.

1. Introduction
In the following passage from Psalms, like in many other
places, we encounter the poetic form of questions and answers: “Raise up your head, O gates, and be uplifted, you
everlasting entrances, so that the King of Glory may enter. Who is this King of Glory? – Hashem, the mighty and
strong, Hashem the strong in battle. Raise up your heads
O gates, and raise up, you everlasting entrances, so that the
King of Glory may enter. Who then is the King of Glory?
Hashem Master of Legions, He is the King of Glory, Selah!” (Psalms 24:7-10) Can we find such a form in the Torah
Codes? This is the subject of the present paper.
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2. The Pilot Experiment

Our starting point is the verse: “Water shall flow from
his branches, and his seed shall be in many waters; and his
king shall be higher than Agag, and his kingdom shall be
exalted.” (Numbers 24:7) From the expression
(and his king shall be higher than Agag) we construct

a question
? and an answer
. The
following table shows that there is a close meeting for the
minimal skips 6 and -16 of both expressions in the Book of
Numbers:

Using the WRR Omega measure on a control population
of 9, 999 (words-inside-verses) permuted texts of Numbers
we find that the odds for this meeting are 54/10, 000 =
0.0054.

3. The Extended Experiment

What else could be the answer to the question
–
who will arise? a. Rashi Commentary on this passage says:
Their first king will conquer Agag, king of the Amalakites.
This implies that, according to Rashi, the king mentioned in
this verse in
Saul. b. A verse in Isaiah uses the word
“Behold, My servant shall be wise, he shall be exalted and
lofty, and shall be very high.” (Isaiah 52:13). The Targum
(translation) of Jonathan ben Uzziel, adds the word
– Mashiach – after My servant: “Behold my servant
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Mashiach etc.” c. The word
a very similar meaning.

or

– Redeemer – has

Taking the word
both before and after each of these
words, we obtain the list:
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

and

. We couple each of

these expressions with
. On the whole Torah, using the Omega WRR measure for a control population of
99, 999 (words-inside-verses) permuted texts the Best Star
Team procedure gives the outcome 32/100, 000. (Notice
that this experiment does not interfere with that of Section
2, because the skips for
on the whole Torah are
bounded by 5, while the minimal skip for
in Numbers is 6).

appear in the same place (but not
– My servant).
For the 1-dimensional measure of Professor Haralick in
the whole Torah, the three expressions
,
and

have odds 16/10, 000, 000; while the three

expressions
,
and
have odds
10/10, 000, 000. However, these two measurements are not
independent, so we can count only one of them.

5. Analysis of the Choices
a. The full spelling
sults.

b. In the experiment in Section 4, we used two out of
three expressions; we did not use
.
c. We used the forms

4. More Details

has not produced significant re-

and

, but not

.

a. produces a binary choice parameter; b. produces a choice
parameter of 4, and c. produces a choice parameter of 3.

Out of the ten pairs described in the previous section,
only two have a close meeting, namely
with
, and

with

. The odds for the meeting

of
with
are 108/100, 000. As is seen in
the following table, both expressions meet with the passage
“you shall appoint a king over
you” (Deuteronomy 17:15).

Remark. For the 1-dimensional measure of Professor
Haralick in the whole Torah, the three expressions ,
and
have odds
16/100, 000, 000. However, to be justified in taking these
three expressions together, we have to take into account the
passages in the Torah related to a king and also to take into
account all the four expressions ,
,
and

.

The odds for the meeting of
with
are 5/100, 000. Actually, we encounter here a one-column
code
with skip -3. It is also interesting to
notice that this meeting is in Leviticus 25 whose general
topic is redemption (of land, of houses, of servants). See
the table on Figure 3 where we have emphasized the related
words (
,
,
).

Returning to the verse Isaiah 52:13, we form two more
questions:
and
. It turns out that the
minimal skip 8 for
in the Book of Leviticus appears
in the same place, as we see in the following table. The
expression
does not appear there. However, if we
take alternative spelling
, it also appears closely.
The words
– His servant, and
– Thy servant
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